
Dear Friends,

Another Didacus variation revives memories and even more 
emotions.

The Ulmo winery has always been part of  our lives: its mansion and 
cellar, the surrounding terrain. It has become the source of  so many 
tales, tales that may be small and insignificant for many, though 
important and almost legendary for us. These stories and anecdotes 
have been accumulating for generations, handed down to us and 
recounted by those who came before us. Sometimes they are glossed 
over or just barely recalled, whilst other times, they are extravagantly 
embellished. The upper part of  the estate is filled with panoramas 
overlooking small vales and steep trails. As the trails take you up to 
1,600 feet above sea level, they hide fragments of  lively memories at 
every footstep. Nature here is uncontaminated, agriculture is ancient 
and loved by us, and that takes care of  everything.

Let me tell you about the Piano del Sommacco (Sumac Plain). If  you 
have sturdy legs and have just visited the Didacus Chardonnay 
vineyard, you ascend another 800 feet over the next mile or so. You hike 
past the Segreta Wood and you are on the Sumac Plain. The Sumac 
Plain was already standing before the new forests of  cluster pines split 
the property in two. The plain provides a perfect view of  the estate’s old 
farms and fields from on high. You can see the Ulmo mansion with 
Mazzallakar Saracen Fort to the North, Maroccoli terrains to the south 
toward the sea, and finally the Cirami district and the Risinata land to 
the East.  These panoramas and places bewitched us completely as kids. 

Small mysteries were hidden among the shadows of  the many springs 
and their surrounding freshness. Our relatives told us so many stories 
of  past events and episodes, stories that became tall tales and larger 
than life.

My brothers and I used to be sent up top, across the Segreta Wood 
and then climbing beyond it. This exhausting hike let us see the status 
of  the crops and ongoing harvest from on high. At the end, there was a 
good harvest of  fruit from the few remaining plants of  the ancient 
Sicilian sumac bush (Rhus corairai L.). This tree, or rather bush, used to 
be a source of  sustenance for a Sicily which no longer exists except in 
the memory of  a few, perhaps. A tannin of  extraordinary quality for 
tanning hides was extracted from its leaves and branches. Then, the 
expert hands of  homemakers extracted spices from the sumac berries 
that they would use to brighten vegetable soups on a winter’s eve.

There were only a few sumacs left back then, and they were said to be 
the remains of  the powerful Emir Al-Zabut’s extensive plantation. This 
legacy from wise Arabian agriculture and culture, dates back to before 
the turn of  the first millennium when they started planting here. 
Family legends were filled with fantastic tales about the great expanses 
of  woods and lucrative trade with distant lands, Levantine merchants 
devoted to risk and gain, and nimble sambuks continuously threatened 
by pirates. Alas, all there is left of  these yarns are a few remaining 
bushes on Sumac Plain.

In the late nineties we finished our lengthy experimentation on the 
vines we had planted in 1985. Another variety brought back to Sicily 
enthralled us: Cabernet Franc. All those trials and one certainty: a red 
wine could and had to be created from Cabernet Franc grapes and the 
Ulmo terroir. Alessio, Francesca, Santi, and I found ourselves walking 
where the Sicilian sumac plants no longer existed. There was nothing 
left but my memories, my stories and the plateau with its 12 acres, 

privileged by its commanding position and so much history linked to 
our family. We made a decision: where sumac once grew, we would 
plant the most Mediterranean of  Bordeaux: Cabernet Franc.

Today more than twenty years later, the Sumac Plain is a perfect 
plateau, the ideal terroir we had been searching for in order to create a 
great red wine destined for lengthy aging, the best way possible. Just as 
with the Sicilian sumac, tannins once again are at the forefront here, but 
some of  the noblest and most velvety ones: the tannins of  great red 
wines.

We continue to follow in the footsteps of  some of  the great 
adventures in Sicilian vine growing at the end of  the 19th century. We 
are now drinking a Cabernet Franc that can hold its own with the so 
very successful Ulmo Chardonnay. Once again, let me thank the people 
who have put some much of  themselves in this for 20 years to allow us 
to achieve this result.

Best Regards,
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Best Regards,



Diego Planeta
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and then climbing beyond it. This exhausting hike let us see the status 
of  the crops and ongoing harvest from on high. At the end, there was a 
good harvest of  fruit from the few remaining plants of  the ancient 
Sicilian sumac bush (Rhus corairai L.). This tree, or rather bush, used to 
be a source of  sustenance for a Sicily which no longer exists except in 
the memory of  a few, perhaps. A tannin of  extraordinary quality for 
tanning hides was extracted from its leaves and branches. Then, the 
expert hands of  homemakers extracted spices from the sumac berries 
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to achieve this result.

Best Regards,
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Rainy winter and slightly cooler temperatures than 2017.
The months of  May and June were particularly rainy, with moderately intense heatwaves, 

which promoted the correct development of  the vegetative and reproductive cycles of  the vines 
without water stress; furthermore, the physiological development of  the vines benefited from 
the mild mean temperatures. During August and September, when the grapes were ripening, 
several rainy events, together with the absence of  the sirocco winds, postponed the harvest time. 

Harvest time was delayed by the moderately hot summer, cooled by the September rain and 
by the absence of  the sirocco winds. This vintage gave us intermediate-high quality grapes with 
outstanding sugar and acidity levels as well as an excellent aroma. The long and homogeneous 
ripening of  the bunches of  grapes produced soft red wines, rich in color and fruity scents.

VINTAGE: 2018
YEAR OF PLANTATION: 2000

DISTANCE BETWEEN VINES: 2,20 X 1,00
VINES PER HECTARE: 4.545

CLONE: VCR10
ROOT STOCK: 140R

TRAINING SYSTEM: Espalier
PRUNING SYSTEM: Spurred cordon

1,100 kg

SubAlcaline pH 7,7
Poor
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TYPE OF HARVEST

By hand in 14/16 kg bins.

GRAPES PROCESSING

Refrigerated in a cooling unit for 16/24 hours at about  10-12 °C;

Step table sorting, first on clusters with 3-3,5% a of  waste, followed by destemming, 

and a second table for final berry selection. The grapes selected with this method are being moved directly to the tanks 

and barrels with the help of  a conveyor belt equipped with a crusher.

FERMENTATION

The fermentation progresses in three different vessels, always in between the range of  18-24 °C, with selected yeasts.

Integral vinification in tonneaux.

Integral vinification in barrels.

Vinification in stainless steel followed by aging in oak barrels.

RACKING AND PRESSING

After the racking of  the free run the skins are being transferred to a basket press, 

from the press fractions the best parts are being selected.

AGED WOOD

Specifically selected  Saury / Seguin Moreau barriques:

38% integral, first fill.

37% traditional, first fill.

25% traditional, second fill.

MALOLACTIC FERMENTATION 100% commences in barriques.

WORK IN THE BARRIQUES One batonnage every two week once, for the whole period of  oak aging.

EMPTYNG OF BARRIQUES 13th July 2020 (21 months of  aging).

DATE OF BOTTLING 11th August 2020.

PH OF THE WINE: 3,62 - ALCOHOL CONTENT: 14,15 - TOTAL ACIDITY: 5,45
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